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AS most of us know who have prac-
tised Enpi kata, it has a very individual
signature, appearing to many, and
unusually for Shotokan, almost
dance-like.
 Imagine then, how surprising it was
to find the strong and efficient tech-
niques unearthed by Sensei Carroll.
 I felt that, amongst the senior
grades, this was the most inspiring
and interesting theme of the course.
Starting about-face and thinking about
the conclusion of the course, this was
the over-riding feeling amongst the
senior grades.
 I did not want to start this article
talking about gyaku-tsuki, move back,
step in and step up or similar com-
ments but to talk about how the kata
was revealed to us.
 There are many articles on kata
courses describing certain techniques
and what they may mean but this was
a course that enlightened us solely
through Sensei's teaching.
 As mentioned, we thought we knew
the kata but as I trained with my differ-
ent partners I realised that, at last,
Sensei's constant reminders of 'go
back to the kata' were finally getting
through to the class and myself.
 For me it has taken many sessions
to understand this, when training in
kata bunkai it is so easy to become
involved in that part of the lesson that
momentarily the kata is forgotten. I felt
at one time ridiculous and elated
when the message finally got through.
 Every time we practised a different
section of the kata we were able to put
our own experience and ability into
the technique shown, this allowed a
certain freedom of expression without
deviating from the kata and coupled
with this, Sensei provided many alter-
natives for many sections of the kata
enabling all the different body types
and age groups attending the course
to interpret what would be most useful
to themselves.

(Continued over)
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Martyn Chapman punches a pad held by David Twomlow as the
class engage in padwork.

Sensei Carroll (centre) explains some finer points of his bunkai.
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KATSU-MI KAI KARATE
COURSES & COMPETITIONS 2012

Sat 28th Jan: Course, Christie Miller Sports Centre, Melksham, 1-5 pm
March TBA: Legend Open Competition, Bracknell

Sat 28th April: Course, Wellsprings Leisure Centre, Taunton, 1-5 pm
6-8th July: Competition, Sandersdorf, Germany

October TBA: St Ives Course
November TBA: Westbury Competition

KATSU-MI KAI SHOTOKAN KARATE COMPETITION
KYU GRADES & JUNIOR BLACK BELTS

This competition is open to all kyu grades (coloured belts) of any age
and dan grades (black belts) up to the age of 15.

Saturday 26th November
10.30 a.m. start

Matravers School, Springfield Road, Westbury, Wiltshire
Entry forms must in by 21st November

To receive entry forms and any other information
call Sensei Mark Carroll on 01225 708 391

Licences must be up to date

LICENCES!!!
Please make sure your
licence is up to date.
You should not be
training and cannot
grade or compete

without an up-to- date
licence.

Ask your instructor for
application forms.

 This particular kata provided the
opportunity – strong technique, fast,
evasive and light movement – moving
away from the dance-like feeling to a
very powerful and effective kata, al-
most giving the feeling that the dance
feeling was just a cover up for the
force the techniques could equip the
karateka with.
 The course lasted from Friday until
Sunday with a lot of hard work in
between but Sensei paced the lesson
extremely well allowing us to digest
what was being taught, yes there was
some sweat but there was also time
to reflect. I feel a lot of this was due to
Sensei's growing knowledge and abil-
ity to pass on his message. Talking to
a couple of senior grades during the
last session, the over-riding feeling
seemed not to be tiredness but new
doors opened. The pace of the lesson
for me was perfect and gave me,
even after all this time, a new insight
to my kata training. My hope is that
I'm right and others felt the same and
that we look forward to training to-
gether soon with fresh inspiration be-

cause for me this is what this course
provided.
 As usual Sensei Lionel Wheeler
made a great course for the younger
kyu grades with his talent for teach-
ing, especially the youngsters. Men-
tion must also be made of Senseis
Steve Manning, Martyn Chapman
and Ross Young – Sensei Carroll’s
right hand men – who help to convey
his ideas and are extremely generous
with their time. S. Matteson
 A grading took place on Sunday
after training: David Twomlow of St
Ives achieved his 2nd Dan; Talitha
Carney and Sapphire Sumpter of St
Ives achieved 1st Dan. Jake from
Salisbury graded to 2nd Kyu and Nick
and Kieran from Melksham green belt.
 Sensei Carroll meticulously plans
each course. Make sure you don’t
miss out on his inspiring and thought
provoking sessions.
Pictured right: Steve Matteson
finds himself on the end of
Ross Young’s enthusiastic
interpretation of one of the
techniques.


